The American flag stands for all in America that is good.

The blue is for freedom.
The red is for the blood shed in bravery to sustain the country.
The white is for independence.
The stars represent the 50 states.
The stripes represent the 13 colonies.

Your assignment is to redesign the American flag. Remember – a flag celebrates all that is good. Your flag should represent your design style and your appreciation/understanding of American heritage, the ideals of today’s United States, and the diverse people who make up our nation. All traditional colors/symbols may be considered in your interpretation.

- Rough layout. DUE MAY 27
  - Original full color design
  - No photographs or clip art may be used
  - At least three colors
  - Include at least one symbol
  - Photoshop tools and filters used
  - 8.5” (H) x 11 (W)” page size
  - 300 PPI resolution
  - All layouts and files placed in a folder on desktop labeled (YOUR NAME) flag

- Final Layout designed in Photoshop. DUE JUNE 3
  - Your rough design is revised and refined
  - Photoshop tools and filters used with care
  - Final layout saved on desktop as (YOUR NAME) flag final.psd and (YOUR NAME) flag final.tiff

- Final Layout presented. DUE JUNE 6-8

- Self-assessment completed. DUE JUNE 7